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I sit slumped in the back of a silver 2015 Dodge Caravan; a vehicle notoriously known
on the streets as “the Karen-mobile”. My mother, in the passenger seat, bitterly flips through
radio stations, reminiscing about the good ol’ days when music wasn’t corrupted by “Tic-Tac”.
My father sluggishly steers, while our GPS periodically recounts the directions to Toronto, or, as
Americans refer to it as, “Canada”. My older brother lies passed out across the third row. Alive,
of course, nothing nefarious or out of the ordinary has taken place, he’s just sleeping. At least, I
think he is … I’ll check for a pulse later. My younger brother is beside me, intently gripping his
iPad as he relishes in Home Alone: Lost in New York for the one hundred-thousandth time. It’s
July, he’s fourteen, and he has already watched it once on this four-hour expedition. As I get lost
in the familiar sounds of a typical road trip with my family, my eyes begin to close …
Suddenly, over the melody of Dua Lipa giving a step-by-step tutorial on how to levitate,
the shriek of an irresponsible mother losing her son for the second Christmas in a row (seriously,
why hasn’t Child Protective Services gotten involved yet?!), and the genteel GPS lady, the
griping of my grumbling stomach resounds. My heart races as I succumb to the looming
logistical nightmare that lies ahead. The time has come to embark on the most treacherous
mission of all: Operation: Drive-Thru.
Operation Drive-Thru is a three-step process my family created years ago to successfully
secure the fattening goods of the fast-food industry. You see, drive-thrus are slightly stressful for
my family—scratch that. Drive-thrus with my family are the most excruciatingly distressing,
anxiety-filling situations of my entire life and are the absolute bane of my existence. The primary
source of this inordinate unease towards drive-thrus arises from my father’s inane inability to
place a simple order. Although technically an immigrant, my father has lived in Canada almost
all of his life and is completely fluent in the English language. In fact, that is the ONLY language
he speaks. So, I cannot blame this on anything but a bizarre anomaly because the moment he
pulls up to those blinding LED menus any ability to communicate is literally thrown out the
window. From there, disorder is at the top of the menu. It’s a completely baffling paradox that

deserves scientific attention. Actually, I’m thinking of conducting my own experimental research
where I place a menu on my bedroom door to see if that prevents him from entering and
repeating the same three dad jokes.
You’re probably thinking, “If drive-thrus are so stressful, why don’t you just go inside?
Or, albeit, preserve your arteries and don’t go at all, you big cry baby”. Well, first of all, bold of
you to assume I have the social skills to order in person, and, second of all, I appreciate a good
McNugget from time to time (once to twice a week), so sue me! Now enough with the redundant
questions, I’ve got a mission to complete.
Step 1: Selection of the Eatery
Selecting the place to consume said artery-blocking food is a tedious, yet vital, part of
Operation: Drive-Thru. This step, in particular, has almost ripped my family apart on several
occasions. If I were to troubleshoot why we have such problems, I would probably chalk it up to
my family not agreeing with my obviously correct choices. Let’s not get hung up on that though,
we are a team on this mission, after all. Plus, when you think about it, it’s truly Corporate
America’s fault for providing us with so many options to self-inflict diabetes.
After breaking the news of my hunger to everyone, my brothers and I spend an hour
negotiating where to feast (i.e. viciously attacking each other’s character until we manipulate one
and all into servitude). Proceeding my mother’s threat to turn the van around and go home, we
decide to support a local artisanal café called Tim Hortons. Having come to terms with the
unspeakable intestinal after-effects that will surely follow our meal, we set off towards our
destination. Operation Drive-Thru is in full throttle!
Step 2: Placing the dreaded order
Again, I must stress that this is unquestionably the worst part of the entire mission. As my
father rolls up to the drive-thru line, we review, rehearse, and drill him with our order, “Three
sausage and egg breakfast sandwiches, two medium iced coffees with soy milk (a meagre attempt
to protect our gastrically-challenged travellers), one Earl Grey tea, and a chocolate-dipped
doughnut”. As we move up in line, my father tenses in his seat, repeating the order like those
fanatical kids prepping for a spelling bee. He recalls his time back in Pakistan when all he had to
worry about was fleeing extreme poverty and religious persecution and when diabolical drivethrus had no existence in his mind. The car in front of us slowly pulls forward as it finishes its
order. We join hands in prayer, as my father nervously approaches the speaker.
“Hello, welcome to Tim Hortons, how can I help you?”
The moment of truth; my dad pauses a second before spluttering, “Can I have a nugget
McSausage and a, a, a, no,...make that TWO grande Arianas with Earls…”
ABORT, ABORT, ABORT!!! We need backup. I repeat, we need backup. Send in Mama
Bear! As we mourn the failed attempt of my father, my mother instinctively jumps into action.

She hurls her body across the driver seat like those disconcerting Jack-in-the-Boxes and aptly
begins to recite our order, “Sorry about that. May I please have one Earl Grey t–”
“Is that everything?” the impetuous teenage girl interrupts, without allowing my mother
to even finish her sentence.
No Emily, it is not. In what world do you live in where a minivan full of teenagers pulls
up and orders a singular Earl Grey tea?! My mother attempts to continue,“No, I still have a
few-”
“Sorry, didn’t catch that…”
Louder woman! My mother, now just inches away from my frightened father’s face,
launches her body directly at the speakerphone barking our order at the fifteen-year-old,
minimum-wage worker. I grimace, grappling with the irreversible damage this interaction will
have on my mother’s Twitter status (the Karen-Mobile is not helping). After a good two to seven
attempts, my mother finally confirms our order, with a bonus side of laryngitis.
Step 3: Giving death-causing corporations our money
We’re in the homestretch now. Soon we’ll have full stomachs and even fuller pores. The
final step is to pay and seize the sustenance. Although seemingly simple, there are many rookie
mistakes to be made. For example, it is crucial to clear out all cup holders in preparation for
upcoming beverages. Not doing so can result in ice-cold or, worse, piping hot coffees in your
crotchal region, trust me on that.
We pull up to the payment window with our revered Rewards App in hand. Emily (her
name tag says Alyssa, but she’s really giving off ‘Emily') slides open the window, pulls out her
trusty scanner and boldly invades our van with her uninvited arm.
MEEP! “It didn’t scan,” Emily remarks with flat disinterest.
My father fumbles with his phone and aims it at the scanner.
MEEP! “No, not yet,” she scolds with muffled annoyance.
He zooms into the QR code.
MEEP! “You know what, just let me…”
Without even asking, Emily snatches the phone and scans it herself. Goodness gracious,
Emily– have you not received any training?! Has Mr. Hortons taught you nothing?! Keep your
filthy fingers knuckle-deep in my doughnut and off my iPhone 13 mini! I wonder what your
manager would think of this?! Oh no, I sound like a Karen. It’s not my fault, blame the Dodge
Caravan!

Finally, after countless tries, Emily-Alyssa scans our Rewards code (we earned fifty
points! That’s only two-hundred thousand away from a free one dollar coffee!). My father gladly
taps his credit card to pay. She returns with a bursting bag and a colossal weight is lifted off my
shoulders. Receiving a moment of liberation from my ‘hanger’, I thank Emily for her dutiful
service to our country. We drive off, having successfully completed our mission. Good job,
Team!
Ravenous and ready to go, I rip open the bag. I reach down to pluck the freshly dipped
doughnut I’ve been waiting to devour, but, instead, am met with a stale assortment of cutlery and
a handful of napkins. I reach down again, this time clutching a bunch of those useless paper
straws that everyone secretly hates, but are too politically correct to admit. To my sheer horror,
the bag holds nothing further than distasteful defeat. My jaw clenches, as my world turns on its
side, realising what is imminent…Operation Drive-Thru, take two.

